
 
   

Quantum Wholeness     
If Spirit pervades the whole of reality from the most elementary 
wave-particles, atoms and molecules to the most complex beings, 
then …  
 
 
April: Persons Creating the Higher WE 

• How do we make the shift from being an individual to 
becoming more and more of a person? 

 
 
 
 
• What might we do to form this higher organic body of 

humanity among ourselves?  In the world? 
 
 
 
 

May: Christ-Omega: Evolution’s Allurement 

• If faith is exercising the active presence of Christic love in the 
challenges of life, how or when have you experienced it? 

 
 
 
 
• Tell a little story about experiencing a shift in the aliveness 

or softening of a relational field?  
 

 

 

By breath, by blood, by body, by spirit     ©2003, Sara Thomsen 
 
The air that is my breath is the air that you are breathing 
And the air that is your breath is the air that I am breathing 
The wind rising in my breast is the wind from the east, from the 
west, From the north, from the south, breathing in, breathing out. 
 
The water that is my blood, my sweat, tears from crying 
Is the water that is your blood, your sweat, tears from crying 
And the rising of the tide is in our veins and in the ocean wide 
We are in the rising stream, rushing river, running stream. 
 
The earth is dust, the earth is clay, flowers blossoming and fading 
We are dust and we are clay, we are blossoming and fading 
Every color, every sound, every place is holy ground 
Oh, every living thing, can you hear it laugh? Can you hear it sing? 
 
The fire in my heart, my soul flame burning 
Is the fire in your heart, your soul flame burning 
We are spirit burning bright by the light of day, in the dark of night. 
We are shining like the sun and like the moon, like the Holy One. 
 
One Life      ©2008, Jan Novota 
Enter the silence.  Feel communion.  Know within your Being:  
One Life in All.  Sit in the meadow.  Feel the warmth of sun.   
Receive communion.  One Life in All 
 
 
Julian of Norwich had the gift of seeing in this way.  
 
We are all one in love. . . . When I look at myself as 
an individual, I see that I am nothing. It is only in 
unity with my fellow spiritual seekers that I am 
anything at all. It is this foundation of unity that will 
save humanity.  
 
God is all that is good. God has created all that is 
made. God loves all that he has created.  
And so anyone who, loves God loves all God’s 
creatures [and] loves all that is.  
 
All those who are on the spiritual path contain the 
whole of creation and the Creator. That is because 
God is inside us, and inside God is everything.  
And so whoever loves God loves all that is. [1] 
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At the Heart of Amorizing Love:  
      Love Creating Wholeness 

 

We are one, you and I, together we suffer, together we exist, and forever will recreate one another.   
Spring.21 JH Reflection                                                                                            –Teilhard De Chardin 
 

 

Suggestion:  If you want these ideas to get below the 
top inch of your brain so they deepen in you, you may wish 
to use this reflection sheet for prayer, journal writing, and 
ongoing practice. 


